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Community of Practice
● Desire for more advanced/technical training for librarians
○ For teaching students
○ For librarians to gain skills too
● Wanted training to teach coding and data skills
○ Carpentries offered this opportunity
○ Long waiting list for training
○ Shorter with a membership
● Expensive to go alone
○ Less risk as a group
● Conversation at RDAP 2017
○ Could we bring together institutional contributions?























● 2-days, active/hands-on learning
● Trained/certified instructors
● Feedback to learners throughout the workshop (Surveys, post-its, +/-)
● Friendly learning environment (Code of Conduct)
Who takes workshops? 
66% of Data Carpentry workshop attendees are early career
What’s the impact?
85% report they gained more confidence after a workshop
Analysis of Software and Data Carpentry's Pre- and Post-Workshop Surveys
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1325463 











First NESCLiC meeting 





NESCLiC officially joins 











NESCLiC members attend 





NESCLiC began planning 
year-two; reached out to 
new schools for interest
Summer 
2018
New England Software Carpentry Library 
Consortium (NESCLiC)
● Gathered a group of like minded individuals
● Library and IT staff from academic institutions
Administrative Steps
● Written proposals for each school
● Signing/Billing Institution & Letters of Intent
● Gold Tier Membership  
○ $15,000 per year




































● Virtual instruction in two locations
○ Brown & UMass Amherst
● Introduce you to evidence-based 
best-practices of teaching
○ A different way to look at pedagogy!
● Create a positive environment for learners 
at your workshops 
● Provide opportunities for you to practice 
and build your teaching skills





● Not just instructor training
○ Keep data/coding skills sharp
○ A group of people who help each other 
● Expanded Local Network 
○ Communicate and collaborate on other 
projects
● Collaboration with other regional 
organizations
○ NEASIST
○ NNLM New England Region
Moving Forward
● The Carpentries 
○ Evolving as an organization
● Changing roles within libraries
○ Evolution of Library Carpentry
○ More ‘non-traditional’ library training
● Train-the-Trainer
○ Train others in Carpentries pedagogy
● Further participation in lesson 
development & curriculum areas
○ Becoming lesson maintainers
○ Digital Humanities at Yale
○ Biodiversity at Harvard
nesclic.github.io/home
